Abstract. We consider effective actions of a compact torus T n−1 on an evendimensional smooth manifold M 2n with isolated fixed points. We prove that under certain conditions on weights of tangent representations, the orbit space is a manifold with corners. Given that the action is Hamiltonian, the orbit space is homeomorphic to S n+1 \ (U 1 . . . U l ) where S n+1 is the (n + 1)-sphere and U 1 , . . . , U l are open domains. We apply the results to regular Hessenberg varieties and manifolds of isospectral Hermitian matrices of staircase form.
Introduction
Let T k be a compact torus effectively acting on a smooth compact orientable even-dimensional manifold M 2n with isolated fixed points. We denote by d = n − k the complexity of the action. Actions of complexity 0 are studied in toric topology (see [BP1] , [BP2] ) while actions of positive complexity are mostly considered from the point of view algebraic and symplectic geometry.
V. Buchstaber and S. Terzic (see [BT1] , [BT2] , [BT3] ) studied the orbit spaces of such torus actions. They introduced the notion of (2n, k)-manifolds and obtained topological models for such actions. They showed that for the actions of tori on the complex Grassmann manifold G 4,2 and the manifold F l 3 of full complex flags, the orbit spaces are homeomorphic to the spheres S 5 and S 4 correspondingly. In [A1] , A. Ayzenberg showed that for actions of complexity 1 in general position, the orbit space is a topological manifold.
In the paper, we prove the generalization of the result to the case of actions of complexity 1 not in general position. In the case, the orbit space is a manifold with corners, i.e. a manifold with boundary from a topological point of view. We introduce a natural partition M 2n = i V i by orbit types and specify elements V i such that their orbits are boundary points. Moreover, we prove the similar generalization of the result by Y. Karshon and S. Tolman [KT] regarding Hamiltonian actions of complexity 1. Their method allows us to construct a model for the orbit space using the moment polytope µ(M 2n ). Note that similar results were obtained in [Su] for smooth varieties.
We consider manifolds M h of Hermitian matrices of staircase form (which is defined by a Hessenberg function h, see [AB1] ) with simple spectrum. Each manifold M h possesses a canonical torus action with nontrivial complexity unless M h is the manifold of isospectral tridiagonal matrices. The actions are not in general position and this yields that for M h with the action of complexity 1, the orbit spaces are topological manifolds with boundary. It turns out (see [AB1] ), that for each manifold M h , there is a "twin" H h -a regular semisimple Hessenberg variety defined by h. The orbit spaces M h /T k and H h /T k coincide (again, see [AB1] ). We explicitly describe topology of the orbit spaces of M h in the case of 4 × 4 and 5 × 5 matrices and actions of complexity d = 1; it corresponds to the case of Hessenberg varieties H h in C 4 and C 5 . The author expresses his great gratitude to Victor Buchstaber and Anton Ayzenberg for their guidance and help during the work; the author expresses his sincere thanks to Mikiya Masuda and Nikita Klemyatin for valuable discussions and support.
Partitions by orbit types and actions of complexity 1
Consider an effective action of the compact torus T = T k on a smooth compact manifold M = M 2n . Define the partition by orbit types
where V G,i denotes a connected component of the set M G = {x ∈ M : St(x) = G} of points x with common stabilizers.
As in [A1] , we consider actions satisfying the following (*) conditions:
• The set of fixed points M T is finite and each fixed point is isolated.
Let us state the result by A. Ayzenberg (see [A1] ) concerning actions of com-
T be a fixed point. We have the tangent representation of T n−1 at x and let α 1 , . . . , α n ∈ Hom(T n−1 , S 1 ) be its weights, i.e.
where V (α i ) is the standard 1-dimensional complex representation given by t[z] = α i (t)z for t ∈ T n−1 and z ∈ C.
Since Hom(T n−1 , S 1 ) ∼ = Z n−1 , we have n integer vectors α 1 , . . . , α n in (n − 1)-dimensional space. Hence there is a relation:
-for some c i ∈ Z and we can suppose that gcd(c 1 , . . . , c n ) = 1. The weights are in general position if c i = 0 for i = 1, . . . , n -or, equivalently, if every n − 1 of n weights are linearly independent (more generally: n vectors in Z k are in general position if every k of them are linearly independent). An action T n−1 on M 2n is called an action in general position if weights of its tangent representation at every fixed point are in general position. Theorem 1. [A1] Assume that an action of T n−1 on M 2n (subject to (*)) is in general position. Then the orbit space Q = M 2n /T n−1 is a topological manifold.
In [BT1] and [BT2] , there were considered natural actions of the torus T 3 on complex Grassmann manifold G 4,2 and the torus T 2 on the complex full flag manifold F l 3 . Using the theory of (2n, k)-manifolds, the authors proved that the orbit spaces of the actions are topological spheres, i.e.
Assume that the T -action on M is not in general position: there exists at least one fixed point x ∈ M T for which the weights of tangent representation α 1 , . . . , α n are not in general position. In the case, the following holds true:
Theorem 2. The orbit space Q = M/T is a manifold with corners (i.e. a manifold with boundary).
Proof. Following the proof for actions in general position (see [A1] ), we prove the local statement.
Lemma 2.1. Let x ∈ M T be a fixed point for which the weights α i of the tangent representation are not in general position. Then there exists a neighborhood U ,
Proof. Since the point x ∈ M possesses a neighborhood equivariantly homeomorphic to C n , it is sufficient to prove the statement for a subtorus T = T n−1 ⊂ G = T n where G acts on C n standardly. Denote U = C n /T n−1 ; we will show that U is the required neighborhood of T x ∈ Q.
There exist c i ∈ Z such that c 1 α 1 + . . . + c n α n = 0 and gcd(c 1 , . . . , c n ) = 1; since the action is not in general position, c i = 0 for some i. Without loss of generality, we can assume that c i = 0 for i ∈ {1, . . . , m} and c i = 0 otherwise.
We have
where each c i = 0. The action of the subtorus given by the following equation 
where the dashed line denotes taking quotient of U by G/T = T 1 = S 1 . Now we note that T contains exactly n−m coordinate circles since equation (2.1) doesn't contain the variables t m+1 , . . . , t n . Therefore, the action of T decomposes into the product of actions on C n = C m × C n−m where the action on the first factor is in general position and the action on the second factor is standard. Thus, we
where U is the orbit space of a
Now that we already know there is a neighborhood U of the point T x ∈ Q homeomorphic to the half-space H n+1 = R n × R ≥ , we finish the proof as in the case of actions in general positions. Due to adjoint orbits condition, given a point
For both x and x , the local representation of the stabilizer subgroup St(x) in the normal space T x M/T x T x coincide; therefore, we can prove the theorem by induction on the dimension of stabilizer subgroup dim H.
Note, however, that there exists such element V T 1 ,i where T 1 is the torus from the proof of Lemma 2.3 which acts standardly on C n−m . The tangent space of V T 1 ,i at the corresponding fixed point x is the space V (α 1 ) ⊕ . . . ⊕ V (α m ). It follows from the proof of Lemma 2.3 that the boundary ∂Q locally looks like X/T × R n−m−1 .
Let us make the following remarks. According to Lemma 2.3, if the weight of the tangent representation at x ∈ M T are not in general position, then the neighborhood of T x in the orbit space Q is the corner
where m is determined by the weights α i . Therefore, the point T x belongs to the boundary ∂Q. Nonetheless, for actions not in general position, there might be fixed points with weights in general position. For such points, the neighborhood U ∼ = R n+1 , i.e. T x is an interior point. Moreover, we might conclude from the structure of the corner R m+1 × R n−m ≥ which elements V H,i are mapped to the boundary ∂Q. The torus T in a local chart acts as
where the action of T 1 on C n−m is standard. Therefore, V i /T ⊂ ∂Q if and only if H ∩ T 1 = 0 (see an example after Remark 3.4).
Note that the orbit space Q possesses the structure of a manifold with corners. For a point y ∈ ∂Q, its neighborhood is a corner R m+1 ×R n−m ≥ for some m depending on y. However, the least possible m is equal to 2 (or 3, say, if M is a GKM-manifold); therefore, the boundary ∂Q doesn't have maximal corners such as
in case of GKM-manifolds).
Manifolds of isospectral matrices
Denote by Mat n×n (C) the vector space of all complex n × n matrices. Let Herm(Λ) ⊂ Mat n×n (C) be the submanifold of Hermitian matrices with fixed simple spectrum: Spec A = (λ 1 , . . . , λ n ) where A ∈ Herm(Λ), Λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ n ) and λ i = λ j for i = j. It is defined by the following system of equations:
-where first n equations determine Spec(A). In fact, Herm(Λ) is diffeomorphic to the complex full flag manifold F l n since it is the quotient of a free action of a maximal torus T n on the unitary group U (n). There is a natural torus action on Herm(Λ): for t = (t 1 , . . . , t n ) ∈ T n and A ∈ Herm(Λ), the action is defined by
. . , t n ). The action of the diagonal subtorus ∆(T n ) is trivial; we have an effective action of
. In order to define manifolds of isospectral Hermitian matrices of staircase form M h , we need to give the following definition.
is called a Hessenberg function if it satisfies the following conditions:
• h(i) ≥ i for i = 1, . . . , n;
For a fixed Hessenberg function h, we define M h ⊂ Herm(Λ) by the equations: a ij = 0 for j > h(i) (note that since we consider Hermitian matrices, a ij = 0 implies a ji = 0). In [AB1] , it was shown that for any Hessenberg function h the corresponding manifold M h is smooth and its dimension dim R M h = i 2(h(i)−i). Since equations a ij = 0 are invariant under the action of T n−1 on Herm(Λ), we have a natural
The fixed points of the action are diagonal matrices with spectrum Λ, i.e. the matrices of the form diag(λ σ(1) , . . . , λ σ(n) ) for all possible permutations σ.
For h = (2, 3, . . . , n−1, n, n), M h is the manifold of Hermitian tridiagonal isospectral matrices; its real part is the Tomei manifold [T] . In this case, the action is halfdimensional and M h is a quasitoric manifold over the permutohedron (see [DJ] ).
We consider manifolds M h with d = 1. Moreover, we consider only irreducible manifolds M h , i.e. h(i) > i. This is possible only if h(i) = i + 1 for any i with the exception of i 0 ∈ {1, . . . , n − 2} for which h(i 0 ) = i 0 + 2. In the case, the manifold M h consists of "almost tridiagonal" matrices -that is, there is only one non-zero element over tridiagonal part, namely a i 0 ,i 0 +2 .
We now prove that if n ≥ 4 then the torus action on M h is not in general position. Indeed, let us take a fixed point diag(λ σ(1) , . . . , λ σ(n) ) where σ is a permutation. It is easy to show that the weights α ij are of the form e i − e j for i < j such that j ≤ h(i) (e k are standard basis vectors). There exists i 0 such that a i 0 ,i 0 +2 = 0; therefore, a i 0 ,i 0 +1 = 0 and a i 0 +1,i 0 +2 = 0 since h is a Hessenberg function. Thus, there is a relation between the corresponding weights:
Hence, the weights are in general position if and only if α i 0 ,i 0 +2 , α i 0 ,i 0 +1 , α i 0 +1,i 0 +2 are the only weights of tangent representation. This corresponds to the case n = 3 and M h = Herm(Λ) ∼ = F l 3 . In the case, weights are in general position and the orbit space is homeomorphic to the sphere S 4 . We proved the following proposition.
M h is not in general position: for any fixed point, the weights are not in general position.
Therefore, the orbit space M h /T is a manifold with boundary. It is easy to prove the following generalized statement concerning arbitrary Hessenberg functions. -where λ i is an eigenvalue. We have four elements V T 1 ,i i = 1, . . . , 4 (for each possible λ i ). Note that each V T 1 ,i is equivariantly diffeomorphic to the complex full flag manifold F l 3 ; therefore,
is homeomorphic to the disjoint sum of four spheres S 4 . In Section 5, we will show that the orbit space M h /T is homeomorphic to
e. the complement of four disjoint open 5-disks in the 5-sphere. In order to do that, we will have to consider Hessenberg varieties and Hamiltonian torus actions.
Hamiltonian actions of complexity 1
Consider an action of T = T k on a smooth manifold M = M 2n with a symplectic form ω (see, for example, [ET] ). We suppose the action is Hamiltonian, i.e. there is a moment map µ : M → t * ∼ = R k and the following equations hold:
where t is the Lie algebra of T k ; for η ∈ t, η M is the generated vector field d dt | t=0 exp(tη); µ η (x) = µ(x), η (the pairing between t and t * ) and ι is the contraction of ω with a vector field. For complexity 1 Hamiltonian actions, the following theorem was proved in [KT] :
is a Hamiltonian action in general position; then the orbit space M 2n /T n−1 is homeomorphic to the sphere S n+1 .
The actions T

3
G 4,2 and T 2 F l 3 studied in [BT1] , [BT2] , [BT3] are examples of Hamiltonian actions in general position. In Section 5, we will consider Hessenberg varieties which possess Hamiltonian torus actions not in general position. For such actions, we prove the theorem. Proof. Since the moment map is constant on T -orbits, it induces the map µ : Q → P ⊂ R n−1 (P = µ(M 2n ) is the moment polytope and π is the canonical projection):
In [KT] , it was shown that µ −1 (y) for y ∈ P is either a point or a 2-sphere and the conditions hold:
• for an interior point y ∈ Int P , the level set µ −1 (y) is a 2-sphere; • for points y, y from the relative interior of a face of P , the level sets µ −1 (y) and µ −1 (y ) coincide. Therefore it is possible to construct a model for Q ∼ = (P × S 2 )/∼ where ∼ is the relation which collapses the 2-spheres over some faces of P . For actions in general position, the level set µ −1 (y) is a point for any y ∈ ∂P . In the case the model (P × S 2 )/∼ ∼ = (D n−1 × S 2 )/∼ is homeomorphic to the sphere S n+1 . For actions not in general position, we have that there are some facets F 1 , . . . , F m , which we call special facets, such that the level set µ −1 (y) is a 2-sphere for y ∈ F i . It is easy to show explicitly that the boundary of the orbit space ∂Q = i (F i × S 2 )/∼. Note that special facets are not necessarily disjoint (as we will see in Section 5 for Hessenberg varieties).
Denote by B 1 , . . . , B l the connected components of the union of special facets
is an open domain (here we assume that D 3 is the open 3-disk). The boundary of the orbit space ∂Q = i ∂U i where ∂U i = B i × S 2 /∼.
Regular Hessenberg varieties
Let us fix a linear transformation A : C n → C n and a Hessenberg function h. A Hessenberg variety Hess(A, h) defined by A and h is a subvariety of the full complex flag variety such that
Hessenberg varieties are studied in algebraic geometry (see, for example, [AFZ] , [AC] ); in [AB1] , it was shown that H h = Hess(Λ, h) where Λ = diag(λ 1 , . . . , λ n ), λ i = λ j for i = j is, in a sense, dual to M h , which we defined in Section 3. In particular, their GKM-graphs (the 1-skeleton of the partition by orbit types) and orbit spaces coincide. For illustrative purposes, we will describe partition elements V G,i for H h in terms of submanifolds in M h .
We will use the technique we discussed in the proof of Theorem 4.2 and describe the orbit spaces of H h using the moment polytope (since H h is a projective variety, it is symplectic and possesses a Hamiltonian torus action). For any h, the moment polytope for H h is the (n − 1)-permutohedron.
Note, however, that while H h are symplectic submanifolds of the full complex flag variety F l n , the restriction of the symplectic form from Herm(Λ) to M h is degenerate (see [AB1] , [AB2] ; it follows from the fact that their moment polytopes are not convex).
Therefore, the existence of an almost moment map (in the sense of [BT1] ) is a non-trivial fact given by the diagram:
-the map is given by the composition µ•π M of the canonical projection π M and the orbital moment map µ for H h . Recall that both F l n and Herm(Λ), which contain H h M h respectively, are orbit spaces of actions of maximal tori on the unitary group U (n).
• Consider the case h = (3, 3, 4, 4). The fixed points are diagonal matrices with entries λ 1 , . . . , λ 4 (due to the spectrum condition). There are 4! = 24 such matrices and they correspond to the vertices of the 3-permutohedron.
Partition elements with 2-dimensional stabilizers are given by matrices of the following types:
Each possible type gives 12 partition elements (there are 12 possibilities for a choice of λ i , λ j ). The first three types correspond to the edges of the permutohedron; the last type represents additional edges. They are admissible 1-polytopes (in the sense of [BT1] , [BT2] ), i.e. the image of corresponding elements under the moment map is a subpolytope (the convex hull of some vertices of the moment polytope) which is not a face of the moment polytope. The elements corresponding to the described types represent all invariant 2-spheres, therefore we have the GKM-graph associated to M h (see Fig. 1 ). Its vertices are labeled with 4-permutations; for instance, the vertex (1234) corresponds to the matrix diag(λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 , λ 4 ). The edges of the permutohedron correspond to the transpositions (12), (23), (34); for instance, the edge between the vertices (1234) and (1324) is given by the element of following matrices:
It is easy to show that due to the spectrum condition, the element is a 2-sphere touching the points diag(λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 , λ 4 ) and diag(λ 1 , λ 3 , λ 2 , λ 4 ). Analogously, the matrices of the last type correspond to the remaining edges, i.e. the edges corresponding to the transposition (13). We have 3 additional edges in 4 mutually disjoint hexagons. In fact, each of the hexagons along with 3 diagonal edges is the GKM-graph associated to a submanifold equivariantly diffeomorphic to the full complex flag manifold F l 3 (see the example after Remark 3.4).
We now describe special facets of the moment polytope. The following matrices:
-correspond to elements of dimension 6. However, the dimension of effective torus action equals 2 for the first type and 3 for the other types. Therefore, the special facets are given by the elements consisting of the matrices of the first type. There are 4 special facets -4 mutually disjoint hexagons; the corresponding element, as it was noted before, are submanifolds equivariantly diffeomorphic to the full complex flag manifold F l 3 . Thus, the orbit space
Note that for n = 4, there is another case of Hessenberg varieties H h (and, respectively, manifolds of isospectral matrices M h ) where the torus action is of complexity 1. It is the symmetrical case h = (2, 4, 4, 4) (the symmetry is provided by the transposition of matrices with respect to the anti-diagonal). For n = 5, we have two different cases h = (3, 3, 4, 5, 5) h = (2, 4, 4, 5, 5) (the first one is symmetrical to the case h = (2, 3, 5, 5, 5)); we will see that the orbit spaces have different topology. Before studying the orbit spaces H h and M h for n = 5, we will describe the partition elements corresponding to special facets for arbitrary n.
Nore that the permutohedron P e n admits a natural n-coloring of facets in the following way. Any face of P e n is a product of permutohedra of lower dimensions; naturally, facets are the products P e k−1 × P e n−k . One can color a facet of the form P e k−1 × P e n−k with the color k. It is possible to describe faces of the n-permutohedron using the manifold of tridiagonal Hermitian (n + 1) × (n + 1) matrices (it is a quasitoric manifold over the permutohedron), i.e. the submanifold M (2,3,...,n−1,n,n) of matrices of the following form:
It is easy to see that facets of color k are submanifolds of M (2,3,...,n−1,n,n) given by b k,k+1 = 0. Since we have block matrices in the case, such submanifold is the product of two submanifolds of tridiagonal matrices of smaller dimension. There are n k facets of color k (that is, the possible choices of k eigenvalues to be the spectrum of the upper k × k block).
Consider now a Hessenberg function h : [n + 1] → [n + 1] such that h(i) = i + 1 for all i except of i 0 ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1} for which h(i 0 ) = i 0 + 2. The corresponding Hessenberg variety H h and isospectral submanifold M h are of dimension 2n + 2; the dimension of , , n. P e n . We now describe the special facets in this case. It is easy to see that the elements corresponding to the special facets are among those given by one equation b i,i+1 = 0 for i ∈ [n] or b i 0 ,i 0 +2 = 0 (otherwise the dimension of the elements implies that they correspond to faces of codimension ≥ 2). It follows easily that only for b i 0 ,i 0 +1 = 0, b i 0 +1,i 0 +2 = 0 and b i 0 ,i 0 +2 = 0, the effective torus action is half-dimensional and the elements given by the other equations correspond to special facets; therefore, the following proposition is true.
Proposition 5.1. For Hessenberg varieties with torus actions of complexity 1 (defined by Hessenberg functions h described above), the special facets of the moment polytope P e n are exactly facets of color k for k = i 0 , i 0 + 1.
For the case n = 5, we will explicitly show the topology of the orbit spaces.
• 
The elements of the type A 3,3,3,5,5 correspond to the facets of color 3; such facets are hexagonal prisms P e 2 × P e 1 since P e 2 is a hexagon and P e 1 is a line segment. The elements of the type A 3,3,4,4,5 correspond to the facets of color 4; such faces are permutohedra P e 3 . There are 10 facets of color 3 and 5 facets of color 4.
We will prove that the boundary of the orbit space consists of one connected component. Indeed, a facet of color 4, corresponding to the element of matrices of the type A 3,3,4,4,5 with λ i , intersects four facets of color 3, corresponding to the element of matrices of the type A 3,3,3,5,5 such that the lower block a 4 b 45 b 45 a 5 has eigenvalue λ i . From the point of view of the orbit space, we have the 5-sphere without 4 disks over each facet of color 4 since each element of the type A 3,3,4,4,5 is equivariantly diffeomorphic to the Hessenberg variety H (3, 3, 4, 4) . Over each facet of color 3 we have the "tube" S 4 × [0, 1]. As it was shown earlier, each facet of color 4 intersects four facets of color 3; hence, each tube connects the punctured 5-spheres with each other (the intersection of a tube with a punctured sphere is the boundary component S 4 ). Therefore, we have the complete graph K 5 : its vertices are the punctured 5-spheres and its edges are the connecting tubes. The vertex labeled with the number i corresponds to the element of the type A 3,3,4,4,5 with λ i ; the edge connecting vertices i and j corresponds to the element of the type A 3,3,3,5,5 such that the lower block a 4 b 45 b 45 a 5 has eigenvalues λ i and λ j .
Therefore, the orbit space Q (3,3,4,5,5) = M (3,3,4,5,5) /T 4 has only one boundary component # K 5 S 5 , the connected sum of five spheres S 5 over the graph K 5 . The orbit space is homeomorphic to
-the complement of the connected sum of five open 6-disks in the 6-sphere.
• Let h = (2, 4, 4, 5, 5); the corresponding manifold M h consists of matrices of the following form:
The special facets correspond to the elements of matrices of the following types: The elements of both types correspond to the facets of color 1 and 4; such facets are permutohedra P e 3 . There are 10 facets of color 1 and 10 facets of color 4. A facet of color 1, corresponding to the element of matrices of the type A 1,4,4,5,5 with λ i , intersects four facets of color 4, corresponding to the element of matrices of the type A 2,4,4,4,5 with λ j for j = i.
From the point of view of the orbit space, we have the 5-sphere without 4 disks over each facet since each element of both types is equivariantly diffeomorphic to the Hessenberg variety H (3, 3, 4, 4) . The intersection of two punctured spheres is the boundary component S 4 . We have the almost complete bipartite graphK 5,5 (see Fig. 2 ): the vertex, say, 1a is connected with all vertices from the part b except of 1b. The vertex 1a (respectively, 1b) corresponds to the elements of the type A 1,4,4,5,5 (respectively, A 2,4,4,4,5 ) with λ 1 .
We conclude that the boundary of the orbit space Q (2, 4, 4, 5, 5) consists of one connected component #K Now note that since each of the orbit spaces Q (2, 4, 4, 5, 5) and Q (3, 3, 4, 5, 5) is the complement of a tubular neighborhood of a graph in the 6-sphere, their homology groups are determined by the graphs due to Alexander duality. In particular, Homology groups of each tubular neighborhood are those of the corresponding graphs:
It also follows that cohomologies of both Q (3, 3, 4, 5, 5) and Q (2, 4, 4, 5, 5) in dimensions 1, 2 and 3 are trivial. In fact, we have the following general statement.
Theorem 5. For a Hamiltonian action T n−1 M 2n not in general position, the reduced cohomology groupsH i (M 2n /T n−1 ) = 0 for i = 0, 1, 2.
The theorem follows from Alexander duality and the proof of Theorem 4.2 where we showed that M 2n /T n−1 is homeomorphic to S n+1 \ (U 1 . . . U l ) where U i = B i × D 3 have dimension at most n − 2.
